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Editor: Caryl Simpson 
caryl@simtronics.co.nz  

Website: 
www.zl2ks.org.nz 

General Meeting; ........ Oct 8, 1930hrs - EOC  
Social Group; ............. Oct 15 1200hrs - The Vines 
Committee Meeting; .. Oct 22, 1930hrs - EOC 

1. John Errington on playing with MCU’s ..... 8 Oct 

2. Marlb. Lines Control Room Visit (no GM).12 Nov 

3. Christmas Parade - club no longer required for this. 

4. Ham Cram rescheduled ........................... 1~2 May ‘21 
VHF - USB Net Wednesdays 1930 

144.150MHz 

VHF Mondays 1930 hrs 
146.950MHz, 145.600MHz, 

147.225MHz 
Net Controller; Rob Carter, ZL2IW 

MONTHLY BULLETIN 
 MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INC. P.O. BOX 432 BLENHEIM NZ 

October Level 2 2020 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Is it that time of year again? Didn’t I just pay these?  

Well yes it is almost that time and, if you paid late last time you may have just paid them, but they are due again. 
They come around as often as birthdays and are due by the end of the year. 

DUE 31.12.2020 for the 2021 year 

Pay now while you still have spare cash before Christmas shopping  
OR  

suggest it as the perfect (cheap!) Christmas gift for the family Ham(s)! 
 

$20.00 individual membership or $25.00 for a Family 

kiwi bank 38 9002 0114897 00 

Marlborough Amateur Radio Club Inc. 

David Rothwell congratulating Ian Conway 
on winning the 2020 Constructors Award. 
 
There were 5 entrants this year plus 2 
entries in the Single Device Challenge. 
 
Dave and Grant were the judges. 



MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB GENERAL MEETING EOC 
10 September 2020 at 19:40 Hours 

 

Present: Bill Cousins (Chair), Ian Conway, Don Jamieson, Paul Rennie, Grant Simpson, Gerard Van Antwerpen, 
Graeme McKay, David Rothwell, Jon Errington, Philip Middlemiss, John Neal, Wayne Parker, Ian McPherson 
(visitor - ZL3TAO, President of Christchurch Branch 05) 
 

Apologies: Anthony Winter, Stuart Watchman, Ken Hynds, Chris Grant, Ken Menzies, Ron & Helen Harris 
 

Correspondence: None 
 

Finance: Overall balance given. 
 

No reports or General Business dealt with as they went straight to the Constructors Award entries. 
 

Next meeting – 8 October 2020, EOC. John Errington on playing with MCU’s. 

 

MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB COMMITTEE MEETING 
via Zoom 24

th
 September 2020 at 19:40 Hours 

 

Present: Bill Cousins (Chair), Grant Simpson, Don Laing, John Errington, Ken Hynds, David Rothwell 
 

Apologies: Paul Rennie, Ken Menzies 
 

Correspondence: 
Inward: N. Marr - offer of presentation & meeting Zoom inquiry 
Outward: None 

 

Finance: Noted that Wine & Food Festival cancelled which will affect income. 
Bill C also advised that due to Transport Authority new requirements for the Christmas Parade, MARC services 
will no longer be required. 
 

Business Arising: 
 Weld Cone Repeater PR/BC 

Marlborough Lines (ML) still scheduled for their work to start 14th October 2020. 
Repeater link system tested satisfactorily but actual repeater seem to have a fault. 
Pole to be checked to verify if feasible to run the antenna cable internally inside the pole. 

 AREC - Nothing to report. PR 
 

GENERAL BUSINESS: 
 HAM Cram - Scheduled for 1 ~ 2 May 2021. BC 

Vintage Farm Machinery & Vintage Car Club facilities at Brayshaw Park both checked OK. 

Decided to book VCC facilities DL 

 MARC email address - Change of MARC official email address to marcbranch22@gmail.com and the 
NZAR reflector email address ZL2KS@nzart.org.nz yet to be implemented. 

 Backup of contents - John E system he subscribes no longer accepts individual subscribers. JE 
To check out alternatives. 

 6m Beacon - No change as Ward repeater priority GS 

 Jamies Knob - Still await Downer for site visit. GS 

 Kaikoura - Still optimistic Kaikoura repeater will be operational in November 2020 once Ward repeater 

operational. Still to obtain antenna for link receiver which will be fitted to mast. GS 

 Foss Leach Acknowledgement - Proposed plaque wording forwarded to Foss Leach which he has 

accepted. Plaque has been ordered. BC 

 Neville Marr Correspondence - To advise Neville that Presentation offer appreciated but not until 

February 2021. December meeting is end of year social meeting and no meeting in January 2021. DL 

 Zoom streaming of meetings to be trialled - Will be viewing & hearing only and process for members to 

request and be forwarded meeting log-in details to be determined. JE 

 
Future Events 

08/10/20 - General Meeting – After Blinky what next ? John Errington on playing with MCU’s 
12/11/20 - Marlborough Lines control room visit (Instead of General Meeting) 
1~2/5/21 - Easter - Ham Cram - 

 

Meeting Closed: 20:20 
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CONSTRUCTORS AWARD 2020 
 
The Constructers Award at the September meeting was 
held along with the demonstration of the two entries in 
the single active device challenge. 
Bill, ZL2AYZ, and Don, ZL2BJS, showed their single 
valve transmitters which, coincidentally, appeared to be 
almost the same. 

The Constructors Award had more entries than we have 
had for a number of years. In no particular order, John 
Errington, ZL3TIL, showed his ‘695 Waffle Meter. This 
excellent device was a response to Grant, ZL2BK’s, 
complaining about the low level audio on many people’s 
transmissions. This became apparent while on the 
Lockdown VHF nets over the last few months. Many 
operators start off with good audio levels but get quieter 
as time goes on. John’s Waffle Meter indicates the 
correct speech level and indicates if you are getting too 
low. Just watch the LEDs as you speak. 

Gerard van Antwerpen, ZL2GVA, displayed his GPS Locked Clock. This clock 
displays UTC, local time, position, GPS status etc. 

 
Bill Cousins, ZL2AYZ, had his 
100kHz to 10MHz frequency 
synthesiser adapted as a sweep 
signal generator for IF alignment      
and displaying the passband. 
 

 
Philip Middlemiss, ZL3GP, had his 
Picton Weather Station on show. 
Very neat device. Have a look at 
www.pictonweather.nz 
 
Ian Conway’s entry is over the 
page... 
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WESTFEST 
Westfest in Murchison has been running every few years 
and attracts hams from mainly Christchurch, West Coast, 
Nelson and Blenheim. The Nelson NZART branch are the 
main organisers and seem to arrange a variety of 
volunteers to talk on various subjects.  
This year the Covid 19 problems meant the original date 
had to be delayed until September the 19th and 20th. 
Set up, registration, morning tea, and trading table was from 
0900-1030. 
 

The welcome was followed by John Yaldwyn, ZL4JY about 
AREC today and what’s happening with AREC working with 
the various services such as SAR etc. 
 

1115. Phil Holliday, ZL3PAH talked about his design and development of hi ZL-10 transceiver. Much design work 
has gone into developing very low noise mixers and oscillators. Phil is designing crystal filters using cheap 
crystals from China. He has a VNA (Vector Network Analyser) with ability to check the characteristics of crystals 
so it is possible to match them from bulk lots for best results. He is using 8 crystals and getting excellent results 
with almost no ripple and good skirt shape so there is minimal ringing from the filter. Very clean sound results. 
He started with a bulk buy of 50 crystals and then bought 250. He admitted he did not check them all as it did get 
rather tedious! 
Maybe we will see the final results of what will be an excellent transceiver. 
 

1200. Jim Meachem then talked about various useful phone applications for Ham 
Radio. There are many available such as the repeater directory. Install this on your 
phone and (with location turned on) will show what repeaters are available nearby and 
the frequency. Others with many useful tools. Do a search and you will find all sorts of 
apps. 
A few questions and answers before lunch at 1230. 
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Single valve transmitters for competition. Bill’s above and Don’s to the right 

Ian Conway, ZL2BGL, had a need for a unit to switch easily from a hand mike to a 
headset with boom mike etc. His simple neat box and switch arrangement does the 
job successfully. 
 
Entries were judged 
by Grant, ZL2BK 
and Dave, ZL2WDR 
 
- Grant, ZL2BK 
 
(I apologise if I have 
put photos of people 
& entries in the 
wrong place - Caryl) 

Proof the sun does shine in Murchison 



1330 Alan Cresswell, ZL2BX spoke about what’s 
happening in the Ham satellite world. One of the major 
problems is the cost of launching. To keep costs down, 
how the CubeSat came about. Very interesting to see 
what is happening to someone who doesn’t follow the 
Amateur Satellite developments. 
 

1415 John Yaldwyn, ZL4JY gave an interesting 
presentation on how the AREC digital (DRM) network is 
developing and effectively becoming the new National 
System. One problem at present is how to get good DMR 
coverage in Marlborough. It could be that a DMR site on 
the southern North Island will be the most effective option. 
 

1515 After a short break, Geoff Clark, spoke of his experiences tramping up various summits to activate them for 
SOTA, Summits On The Air. We then received a call from another Ham whose name and call I don’t remember, 
had tramped and climbed to the summit of a very steep looking peak to the West of Murchison. The summit was 
officially activated with successful contacts with four different attendees. 
 

1600 Phil Holliday and Geoff told us about the Quake Contesters' Expedition to a Pacific Island. Unfortunately I 
didn’t take any notes so can’t remember where! Very interesting description of problems with getting there and 
operating. What equipment to take and not overload with too much. It was a very successful operation. 
 

After the dinner break, at 1930 Terry Thomas, ZL4TAE talked about being prepared for communications when 
disaster strikes. This was via a Zoom connection from Dunedin. Unfortunately, I missed most of this as my dinner 
order got forgotten and by the time I finally got fed it meant I was very late. 
 

Next day started at 0900 with my presentation and demonstration of the Remote HF Radio our club has built. 
There was lot of interest from others thinking about building their own remotes. In fact, I have been asked to 
repeat the presentation at Nelson and Christchurch club meetings! 

 

0945 Eric Sears, ZL2BMI, kept us up to date with his work on very 
small QRP HF radios suitable for tramping. Eric has been developing 
small light weight low cost equipment for many years and always 
gives a good talk. 
 

1030 Roger Corbett, ZL3RC described the trials and tribulations of 
finally making a successful 10GHz contact across the Tasman to 
South East Australia. The Research and successful prediction of the 
possibility of ducting being able to do this was very interesting. 
 

1115 Final speaker was Andrew Barron, ZL3DW, author of a number 
of Ham Radio books. His new book is Radio testing on a tight budget. 
A very informative talk about the various test instruments now 
available to anyone 

such as accurate frequency counters, VNAs, signal generators, 
spectrum analysers and so on that a few years ago would have 
cost thousands of dollars. It will be worth looking out for his 
book. 
 

1230 Pack up and home. Thank you to Stewart, ZL2STR and 
the organisers for another excellent West Fest. 
 
- Grant Simpson, ZL2BK 
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